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QA System

1. Identification of entities and entity linking 
2. Semantic representation construction 
3. Neural network model to select the best representation
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Semantic representations for questions

What was the first Beatles album?

The BeatlesPERFORMER

album
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Weak supervision

What was the first Beatles album?

  

 
 

 

Training pair

Please Please Me
Released in 1963

WebQuestions training set: 2334 questions that can be modelled with Wikidata
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Choosing semantic representations with NNs

What was the first Beatles album?
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Neural encoder architecture

What was the first hei album?
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Sent. Tokens
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Question encoding
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Evaluation

Results on QALD-7 Task 4 Training set

Processed Right Partially right Avg. Precision Avg. Recall F1 Global F1

Our System 80 25 36 0.3507 0.4318 0.3640 0.2912

Upper 
bound

80 41 30 0.7602 0.8980 0.7266 0.5812
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Summary

Knowledge Base Question Answering

• Encode the semantics of the question and use it to find the
correct answer in an existing knowledge base (Wikidata).

Background

• Question semantics can be represented with:
1. Explicit semantic representations 7! employ hand crafted

features, suffer from error propagation.
2. Latent vectors 7! hard to analyze for errors, hard to mod-

ify with explicit constraints (e.g. first, last).

Contributions

• Our system learns semantic representations for questions in
an end-to-end manner 7! combines latent vector and se-
mantic representation approaches.

• To achieve this we implement an neural network architec-
ture for joint learning of vector encodings for questions,
semantic representations and relations.

• Our system shows competitive performance on two different
QA datasets.

Weak supervision

• We train our model with weak supervision on the WebQues-
tions dataset. The dataset contains pairs of questions and
manually provided answers.

• To get pairs of questions and semantic representations for
training:
1. We run the representation generation procedure,
2. Evaluate each candidate representation on Wikidata,
3. Compare the result to the manually provided answers,
4. Select the representations with a positive f-score.

Representation Answers F1

Beatles

q
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All My Loving
0.0

Evaluation results

Processed Prec. Rec. F1 G. F1

Our system 80/100 0.351 0.432 0.364 0.291
Upper bound 80/100 0.760 0.898 0.727 0.581

Table 1: Results on the QALD-7 Task 4 training set

Prec. Rec. F1

Yao and Van Durme (2014) 0.372 0.596 0.422
Berant and Liang (2014) 0.550 0.601 0.561

Yao (2015) 0.565 0.761 0.603
Our system 0.604 0.638 0.610

Reddy et al. (2016) 0.663 0.750 0.679
Yih et al. (2015) 0.670 0.815 0.698

Jain (2016) 0.693 0.853 0.725

Table 2: Evaluation on WEBQUESTION (460 questions)

QA System

1 Entity linking

Example question! Part-of-speech tagging Fragment extraction Wikidata entities

What albums did the Beatles release in 1965 ?
WDT NNS VBD DT NNP NN NN CD .

the Beatles

the first album

The Beatles (band)

album (record)

2 Representation generation

Actions to build a representation

q Take Entity add NE relation

Take number

add exact date constraint

Has marker

add temporal modifier

Sample of the generated candidate repre-
sentations
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3 Neural scoring

• An end-to-end neural model based on CNNs encodes
questions and representations into fixed-size vectors.

7! select a semantic representation that is the most sim-
ilar to the question.
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Discussion
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what language do they speak in guyana south america ?

what is the primary language of israel ?

who plays noah bennet ?

who played lois lane in superman 1 ?

who played andy in toy story 3 ?

who played elle greenaway ?

who plays lois lane in superman returns ?

what language is spoken in singapore ?

what do they speak iceland ?

what language does romanian people speak ?

what language do they speak in thai ?

who plays lola bunny in the looney tunes show ?

who plays the voice of lois gri�n ?

who played giles on bu↵y the vampire slayer ?

what languages do scottish people speak ?

who played nba last night ?

what language does people in thailand speak ?

what do people in south africa speak ?

who plays giles in bu↵y the vampire slayer ?

who plays captain kirk in 2009 ?

who plays young lex luthor in smallville ?

what do they speak in cambodia ?

what language did ancient romans write in ?

which country does irish language come from ?

who plays tommy oliver in power rangers ?

what is the language called in russia ?

what are portuguese people considered ?

what language do you speak in iran ?

Figure 1: A snippet of vector encodings for questions in the training data learned by the model

Question vectors learned by our model adequately represent the semantics of the questions: formed clusters
correspond to questions with similar meaning.

We achieve promising first results on the new QALD-7 Wikidata QA dataset.

Our end-to-end model for question and semantic representation encodings outperforms semantic parsing
systems that rely on manual features.

Better results are achieved by the systems that rely on semi-supervised or unsupervised pre-training and
additional data. Our approach may be further improved with similar techniques.

This work has been supported by the German Research Foundation as part of the QA-EduInf project (grant GU 798/18-1 and grant RI 803/12-1).
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